
WASTE BALER TONNA40, 45 TONS,
450KN, BALE 450 KG

Waste baler 45 tons TONNA45 can be
used for pressing aluminum, plastic,
paper, cartons, plastic bottles,
stretch film, and other materials
Pressing Power of 450 kN or 45
tonnes
Bail Weight: 450kg
Produces a Euro pallet size - bale
dimensions are 1000 x 1200 x 800
mm (H x W x D)
Ideal for large amounts of material
Dual cylinders for even compaction of
waste material
A fully automated bale ejector
simplifies the removal of the bale
Electronic Command Control
System
Machine size: 1800 x 1200 x 2900
mm (W x D x H)
Easy to use and simple to install
Noise Level: 72 decibels
Cycle Times: 50 seconds



Waste baler 45 tons TONNA45 can be used for pressing aluminum, plastic, paper, cartons,
plastic bottles, stretch film, and other materials
Pressing Power of 450 kN or 45 tonnes
Bail Weight: 450kg
Produces a Euro pallet size - bale dimensions are 1000 x 1200 x 800 mm (H x W x D)
Ideal for large amounts of material
Dual cylinders for even compaction of waste material
A fully automated bale ejector simplifies the removal of the bale
Electronic Command Control System
Machine size: 1800 x 1200 x 2900 mm (W x D x H)
Easy to use and simple to install
Noise Level: 72 decibels
Cycle Times: 50 seconds

WASTE BALER 45 TONS TONNA45

A waste baller with pressure force 45 tons TONNA45 will
significantly decrease waste cost and space savings in your company. Waste baler is widely used in
warehouses, stores, hotels, restaurants, manufacturers from various industries, and because of its
quality and unique features even by landfills. The pressing power of Trash baler TONNA45 is 45 tons,
therefore, it can be used to squeeze different materials, such as aluminum, plastic, paper,
cartons, plastic bottles, stretch film, and others. The weight of the waste bale can be up to 450
kgs, depending on the material which you are squeezing. When these materials are compacted, the
recyclables become extremely easy to transport. This not only reduces the cost of handling
considerably, but it reduces the stress of getting rid of materials. If you have a large amount of waste
and are looking to “go green” and reduce your waste impact, these balers are a great choice. Below
we discuss how a recycling baler works and why it’s beneficial to your business. Trash baler TONNA45
has an advanced automatic bale extraction system, which will help you extract the waste bale
from the recycling baler with no effort. Thanks to wire technology waste bale can be easily wired
together so the output is compact and tied together. Waste baler TONNA45 is designed for outdoor
applications and the machine is recommended for indoor or outdoor use. Vertical waste baler has a
very long lifespan. It can be used for 20 years or more. The dimensions of the recycling baler
are 2900 mm (H) x 1800 mm (W) x 1200 mm (D) and the machine weighs 1300 kg. It has a 1-
year warranty and we offer cheap international shipping.

 

FEATURES OF WASTE BALER 45 TONS TONNA45

Produces a Euro pallet size - Bale dimensions are 1000 x 1200 x 800 mm (H x W x D)



Ideal for medium to large amounts of material.
Dual cylinders for even compaction of waste material.
Retainer claws to prevent the spring back of material in the bale chamber.
A fully automated bale ejector simplifies the removal of the bale.
Electronic Command Control System
Can bale 450 kgs of waste materials
Bale dimensions: 1000 x 1200 x 800 mm (H x W x D)
Machine size: 1800 x 1200 x 2900 mm (W x D x H)
Easy to use and simple to install
Noise Level: 72 decibels
Cycle Times: 50 seconds

 

SPECIFICATIONS OF WASTE BALER 40 TONS TONNA45

Trash baler 45 tons TONNA45
Height 2900 mm
Width 1800 mm
Depth 1200 mm
Weight 1300 kg
Transportation Height 2250 mm
Power Supply 380 – 400 V (3-phase)
Motor 7.5 KW 16 Amp
Pressing Force Up to 45 Ton
Noise Level 72 decibels
Bale dimensions
Height 1000 mm
Width 1200 mm
Depth 800 mm
Weight Up to 450 kg – depending on the material used
Cycle Times 50 seconds
Loading aperture size
Height 680 mm
Width 1200 mm
Depth 800 mm

 

WASTE BALER 45 TONS TONNA45 VIDEO

 

WASTE BALER STRAPPING BALE FASTER WITH TEXTILE STRAP - VIDEO


